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Stephen Lilley Older printers connected to computers using a type of data transfer cable called serial cable. To use these printers, you must have had at least one serial port installed on your computer. Now the printers connect using a regular USB data transfer cable. This means that if you want to connect the printer to an HP Pavilion desktop computer, all
you have to do is have a USB port available for HP ready to use the printer. Locate the USB printer cable that came with your computer's printer. This cable will be one of two ways. Some printers have a cable with regular USB input at one end and a special printer input to another. Others come with a cable that has a regular USB input at both ends. Both
types of cables will work with the HP Pavilion desktop. Insert the tip of the printer cable that looks like a USB plug on the HP Pavilion USB port. If both cable jobs are identical, it doesn't matter which end you're using. Insert the other end of the printer cable into the printer's data transfer port. Typically, this port will be found near the printer's power cable. Refer
to the printer manual to find a specific location. Once this connection is established, the printer is now properly connected to an HP Pavilion desktop computer. Today's best HP Gaming Pavilion 15-dk046nr offers HP Pavilion Gaming Laptop... the $909 HP Gaming Pavilion 15-dk046nr is an entry-level gaming laptop with a powerful Intel Core i7 processor and
Nvidia GeForce GPU, with a neat SSD and great battery life, all compiled by an amazing, pretty portable design. However, the dim, slightly dull display is not a laptop and gamers great bad. Still, its combination of specs, power and endurance earned the laptop a place on our top cheap gaming laptops with $1,000 a page. HP Gaming Pavilion 15-dk0046nr
Price and Configuration OptionsThe $799 base model HP Gaming Pavilion 15-dk0046nr is an Intel Core i5-9300H CPU, 8GB RAM, 256GB PCIe NVMe M.2 SSD and Nvidia GeForce GTX 1050 GPU with 3GB VR. The $909 model we reviewed, 15-dk046nr, is an Intel Core i7-9750H processor with 12GB ram, 256GB PCIe NVMe M.2 SSD and Nvidia
GeForce GTX 1650 GPU with 4GB of VRAM. Meanwhile, the $889 model gives you an Intel Core i7-9750H CPU, 8GB RAM, 256GB PCIe NVMe M.2 SSD and Nvidia GeForce GTX 1660 Ti GPU with 6GB VRAM.  The DesignOne thing is for sure – Pavillion doesn't look like a typical gaming laptop. Instead of a tired black and red motif, the laptop is black
with emerald accents. And if you really want to step off the beaten path, you can get the system with purple flourishes. When you open a laptop reveals a green backlit keyboard with some funky entanglenctangular-shaped speakers. (Image credit: Laptop Mag) In addition to pure aesthetics, laptop design also has practical disadvantages. For the power
button is tiny, the slim size made it embarrassing to use. HP Gaming Pavilion 15-dk046nr weighs 5 pounds and measures 14.2 x 10.1 x 0.9 inches. It's lighter than the Acer Nitro 5 (5.7 pounds, 15.9 x 11.1 x 1.1 inches) and dell g5 15 SE (5.6 pounds, 14.2 x 9.9 x 0.8 inches). However, the 14.2 x 9.9 x 0.8-inch Asus ROG Zephyrus G GA502 is the lightest
system at 4.5 pounds. The porthas a decent port on Pavilion 15. (Image credit: Laptop Mag) On the left side of the laptop is a USB 3.1 Type A port, USB 3.1 Type C port, HDMI port, Ethernet RJ-45 port, and SD media card reader. (Image credit: Laptop Mag) On the right, you'll find two more USB 3.1-Type A ports and sockets for headphones and power
supply. DisplayThe HP Gaming Pavilion 15's 15.6-inch, 1920x1080 screen isn't the brightest or most colorful, but it managed to provide good image quality nonetheless. To check it out, I watched the first Star Wars: Rise skywalker trailer. I could see certain parts of Rey's lightsaber clearly in the desert environment as the trailer looked crisp, and the slightest
detail during the action scene (like the intense bright green blaster fire) really popped. (Image credit: Laptop Mag) I also played Shadow of the Tomb Raider and came away impressed with how good the game looked. The game's ancient Incan tombs looked positively gorgeous with standout lighting effects and glistening stonework. From torch-carved tombs
to lush green jungle, the latest Tomb Raider game had a treat to the eyes when experienced through this laptop screen. In terms of brightness, Pavillion falters compared to competition. It averaged 241.2 units in piles compared to Acer Nitro 5 (275 nits), Dell G5 15 SE (270 units) and category average (264 nits). It only ranks slightly better than the Asus ROG
Zephyrus G GA502 (240 nits). In addition, its sRGB gamma percentage was 65.8%, which is lower than the percentage of Acer Nitro 5 sRGB (103%), Asus ROG Zephyrus (71%) and Dell G5 15 (154%). However, it was just below the entry-level gaming average. The keyboard and touchpad hp gaming pavilion keyboard keys felt nifty and responsive. Using
the 10FastFingers typing test, I was able to write out 46 words per minute on an HP laptop keyboard, lower than my normal average. (Image credit: Laptop Mag) It was a little slower than how fast I usually type with a keyboard on my desktop computer at home, for which I averaged 51 wpm. The 2.4 x 4.6-inch touchpad provided the company with springy
feedback. However, I think HP would've employed discreet mouse buttons because I continually hit the wrong side of the touchpad when I wanted a left or right click. However, Windows 10 gestures worked flawlessly. I had no question using it to do what I needed and I had no experience at any Delay. AudioAt full volume, I blasted the energetic, jazzy Super
Mario Odyssey song Jump Up, Super Star and the song came out loud and clear from laptop Bang &amp; Olufsen dual speakers. Then I tested how well the more serious, opera-esque Skyrim's Dragonborn song could sound, and I wasn't disappointed. (Image credit: Laptop Mag) The song featured loud trumpets, song lyrics, and piano, all of which blared
from laptop speakers clearly. It sounded good to me, not at all muffled. Gaming, Graphics, and VRThe Pavilion 15 packs Nvidia GeForce GTX 1650 GPU with 4GB VRAM. At the laptop's highest graphic settings (1080p with Ultra settings), modern graphic wonders like Far Cry New Dawn and Hitman average 54 frames per second and 57 fps, respectively.
Specifically, it ran Far Cry New Dawn significantly better than nitro 5 (GTX 1650, 40 FPS) at the highest settings (although Hitman only ran a little worse on Acer at FPS 56). (Image credit: Laptop Mag) When up against Zephyrus (GeForce GTX 1660 Ti), Pavilion 15 doesn't hold up as well. Asus ran Hitman better (73 fps), Rise of the Tomb Raider better (43
fps vs. HP's 29 fps), Shadow of the Tomb Raider better (36 fps vs. HP's 31) and Grand Theft Auto V better (57 fps vs. HP's 39 fps). Hp gaming laptop also didn't want hitman almost as good as the G5 15 (GTX 1650, 85 fps at 1080 with Ultra graphics). Now, go with your personal experience, I would still say that HP Gaming Pavilion 15 ran Shadow of the
Tomb Raider pretty well on the highest graphic settings. Of course, in linear, closed parts of the game, fps would hover between 40-60 when I was crossing through the linear part of the game, but in wider open hub areas like Paititi, fps would dip up to the 30s to 40s range. Best PC Games to Play Right Now | Laptop MagOn virtual reality front, this HP gaming
laptop averages 5.9 fps for the SteamVR Performance test.. That's enough for the top 5.3 average, the G5 15 and Nitro 5, both of which average 5.6 fps. Asus continued to dominate, with a score of 9.2.PerformanceI decided to pass the Pavillion 15 Intel Core i7-9750H processor test, playing 22 Google Chrome tabs, each playing YouTube videos running at
1080p. Several videos froze or struggled to play. But despite all this action, I still played Shadow of the Tomb Raider with the frame rate drops just during the initial game load. Geekbench 4.3 during general performance test pavilion 15 exceeded G5 of 15 (16722, i5-9300H CPU), Zephyrus (14106, AMD Ryzen 7 3750H) and Nitro 5 Core (11603, i5-8300H
CPU) with a score of 21326. Pavillion 15 took 10 minutes and 42 seconds to transcode 4K video to 1080p. This is faster than competition, as as the 14:28 category average. Best Graphics PerformanceWhen it comes to file transfer speed, HP Gaming Pavilion's 256GB SSD copy 4.97GB in 14.5 seconds, which is a transfer speed of 351 megabytes per
second. This is better than the 307.2 MBps average and the G5 15's (256 GB M,2 PCIe NVMe SSD) 130.1 MBps. However, ganzefir (512GB M.2 PCIe NVMe SSD) and Nitro 5's (512GB SSD) laptops were faster, with scores of 424 and 535.7BBps, respectively. Battery LifeFor gaming laptop, even an entry-level system, HP Gaming Pavilion 15 has a fairly
long battery life. The system lasted 5 hours and 26 minutes for our battery test,consisting of continuous internet surfing at 150 nits brightness. It's only second behind the 5:27 entry-level game average, but enough to surpass Zephyrus 4:48 and Nitro 5's 4:22. However, the G5 15 ran jaw-dropping at 6:53. WebcamAfter snapping four pictures of myself with an
HP Gaming Pavilion 15 webcam, I think I can say with confidence that the webcam is terrible. (Image credit: Laptop Mag) The colors were not inaccurate, but the light photos were pretty blown out. The turned bulb looked like a white orb. Each image had this vague, muddy quality to them. HeatI played 15 minutes in the Shadow of the Tomb Raider on
Pavillion 15 and when I was done, it was pretty cool compared to other notebooks. Our thermal gun revealed that the touchpad was 96 degrees Fahrenheit, the middle keyboard was 94 degrees, and the bottom of the laptop was 95 degrees. Not the hottest that I've ever felt on a slot machine while playing, but still significant. Outside the touchpad, the
notebook pushes our 95-degree comfort level line. (Image credit: Laptop Mag) It should be noted that laptop fans can also get noticeably loud by playing a graphically taxing game like Shadow of the Tomb Raider for an extended period of time. After the cool down, we rearrange the previous laptop locations after 15 minutes of YouTube videos. The touchpad,
center and bottom of the notebook recorded 78, 83 and 86 degrees, respectively. Software &amp; WarrantyHP loaded Pavillion 15 with some manufacturer-branded software, including the introductory program HP JumpStart.Third-party programs include McAfee LiveSafe, Simple Solitaire, Mahjongg Candy, Adobe Photoshop Elements 2019, Paint 3D,
Groove Music, Skype, Spotify, WildTangent Games Launcher and laptop HP Pavilion 15-dk046nr comes with a 1 year standard warranty. Learn how HP has been given our annual special reports, including Tech Support Showdown, Best and Worst Brands and Best and Worst Gaming Brands. In general, HP Gaming Pavilion 15-dk046nr does not have to be
secreted simply because it is a budget system. At $909, the laptop packs some powerful specs including intel core i7 CPU and Nvidia GTX 1660 GPU, which means Notebook can play games with good frame speed. And for almost 6 hours of battery life, it's got strength to spare. However, if you're looking for a little more graphic oomph, the $1,099 Asus
ROG Zephyrus G GA502 offers more power and better display. However, if you're looking for a surprisingly powerful entry-level system at a great price, HP Pavilion 15 should be at the top of your list. List.
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